
The PP
A breath of fresh air when
you need it most.

saver

Technology for Life
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Gives you room to breathe.

Draeger has built its reputation upon supplying technically advanced

products that are of the highest quality. In fact, the name Draeger is

synonymous with safety. 

The Saver range of Emergency Escape Breathing Apparatus adopts these

principles to give you complete peace of mind. This means that if and

when you need it, you’ll be guaranteed that the Saver PP will carry out

its task effectively and efficiently. Above all, it will provide the wearer

with the utmost in respiratory protection.

The Saver PP has evolved through a combination of technical refinement

and customer consultation. A positive pressure Emergency Escape

Breathing Apparatus has been developed using leading edge technology.

Essentially, it’s been designed to provide safe and unhampered escape

from hazardous environments where breathing

has become difficult or endangered.

The “Positive” solution to t
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Improved breathing characteristics
The same pneumatic principles that are used on the

PA90 plus, have been adapted for use throughout the

Saver range. This provides extremely low breathing

resistance and a consistent air flow rate at all cylinder

pressure levels. 

Simple instant activation
The unit is activated when the carrying system is

opened. It can be simply re-set in the event of

false alarm.

High Visibility
The unit is contained in an instantly recognisable

orange carrying bag, incorporating photoluminescent

panels. This allows the unit to be seen at very low

ambient light and visibility levels.

Simple inspection
The pressure gauge can be inspected without any

dismantling or adjustments to the unit, due to a

transparent viewing window located on the outside of

the bag. This allows for quick and simple low cylinder

contents checks.

Simple Charging
The cylinder can be charged using standard charging

connectors with no special tools or adaptors.

Compatible Safety
The Saver PP has been especially designed to be used

in conjunction with other forms of Personal Protective

Equipment like safety helmets and ear protectors,

with little or no encumbrance.

The Draeger Saver PP
uses the most technically
advanced components
available today.

to the immediate escape from dangerous gas

saver
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gases

Pneumatic Design
Utilises the Draeger balanced first stage reducer with

excellent flow characteristics. The positive pressure

Lung Demand Valve has a balanced piston design, is

first breath activated and extremely quiet in use.

Facemask Design
The Saver PP comes equipped with the Panorama

Nova facemask, providing low exhalation resistance, 

a close and comfortable fit and a self demisting visor

for clear vision.

Carrying Bag
The high visibility orange carrying bag incorporates

photoluminescent panels, is interchangeable for either

chestbag or bandolier wearing positions. It’s also

washable, flame retardant and waterproof.

Accessories
A full range of accessories are available for use with

the Saver PP including:-

- Storage cabinets for both indoor and outdoor use

- Safety wash

- Waistbelt to prevent excessive movement when 

set is worn in ‘ready’ position

- Anti-Static bag for use in potentially explosive 

atmospheres

- Spare Cylinders

- Anti-Tamper Tag

Fully approved
The Draeger Saver PP provides breathing air for 10

or 15 minutes, according to cylinder size and is fully

approved to EN402.

Low cost of ownership
No mandatory routine service is required for a period

of 10 years.

Compact design
The Saver PP is extremely compact in design

providing greater freedom of movement.

Model SaverPP (10) SaverPP (15)

Length (mm) 490 490

Width (mm) 160 160

Height (mm) 250 250

Weight (kg) 4.92 6.18
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Designed with one thing in mind.
To save lives.

The PPsaver
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PPsaverSystem overview the

Saver PP10 (order code:- 335 0334)
Saver PP10 with DIN cylinder 
(order code:- 335 0408)

Anti-Tamper Tags
(pack of 5) 
(order code:- 335 0388/K)

10 Minutes Spare Cylinder with blank 
(order code:- 335 0148)
10 Minutes Spare Cylinder with blank (DIN) 
(order code:- 335 0409)
15 Minutes Spare Cylinder with blank 
(order code:- 335 0156)

Safety Wash
1 litre Dispenser (order code:- 338 0164)
1 litre Refill (order code:- 338 0165)
5 litre Dispenser (order code:- 338 0166)
5 litre Refill (order code:- 338 0167)

Anti-Static Bag 10mins
(order code:- 335 0425)
Anti Static Bag 15mins
(order code:- 335 0648)

Waistbelt
(order code:- 335 0396)

Panorama Nova Face Mask
(order code - R59024)

Storage Cabinets (order code:- 335 0424)
Wall Mounting Kit (order code:- 335 0431)

ISO 9001
certified

The Quality Management system of
Draeger Limited is certified per
BS EN ISO 9001 as well as by
numerous organisations in many
different countries.

Draeger Limited

Kitty Brewster Industrial Estate,

Northumberland,

Blyth

NE24 4RG

England

Tel: 01670 352891

Fax: 01670 356266
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Saver PP15 (order code:- 335 0403)
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